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Abstract
Increased customization has strengthened the importance of make-to-order com-
panies. The advent of lean management and the introduction of smart and flexible 
technologies has enabled many of these companies to create flow shop routings. 
Order review and release (ORR) research, which originally focused on job shops, 
has started paying attention to flow shops. However, the results have not provided 
clarity on the best ORR method for flow shops. This study aims at developing such a 
method by applying a modular design approach. It identifies the relevant elements of 
ORR methods for flow shops, combines them into new methods and evaluates them 
in a simulation study. The simulation results demonstrate that performance in pure 
flow shops can be strongly improved by applying the right combination of workload 
measures, load balancing, and order dispatching. Specifically, the results show that 
(1) classical workload measures are still as effective as novel measures that have 
been suggested for flow shops, (2) balancing workloads explicitly through optimiza-
tion at the order release stage strongly improves performance, and (3) shortest pro-
cessing time dispatching is highly effective in flow shops as it avoids starvation of 
stations. In-depth analyses have been executed to unravel the reasons of performance 
improvements. As such, the article provides clarity on the improvement potential 
that is available for ORR in flow shops, while the new modular methods provide a 
first step in exploiting this potential.
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1 Introduction

This paper aims at developing order review and release (ORR) methods for flow 
shops with variable processing times. Due to changes in customer needs and 
increased competition from low cost countries, more and more companies are 
strategically focusing on customization. This leads to low volume/high variety 
make-to-order production with highly variable processing times. Originally, this 
type of production has been addressed by adopting job shop configurations to 
accommodate the variety and variability, while order review and release (ORR), 
a popular production planning and control technique, has been used extensively 
to manage the performance of such a complex configuration (Baykasoğlu and 
Göçken 2011). New technologies and digitalization are leading to increased flex-
ibility of systems (Theorin et al. 2017), and the advent of lean management and 
quick response manufacturing is fostering a product based view rather than a 
resource based one (Krishnamurthy and Suri 2009; Fullerton et  al. 2014). This 
stimulates and enables companies to streamline their production processes, 
so products can be manufactured adopting a fixed sequence of more flexible 
resources. Consequently, we are witnessing a new generation of companies char-
acterized by make-to-order production with high processing time variability in 
flow shop configurations.

In the field of production planning and control, flow shop literature has strongly 
focused on scheduling problems (Das and Khumawala 1991; Lin and Chen 2015), 
whilst research on control decisions such as ORR, has lagged behind. Ooster-
man et al. (2000) were among the first to apply principles of workload control in 
ORR in shop configurations that included pure flow shops. They tested several 
workload measures and identified that a measure indicated as aggregate workload 
performed best in flow shops. Later, the results of Portioli-Staudacher and Tan-
tardini (2012) suggested that a new workload measure would be more appropriate 
for flow shops. They designed an ORR method for flow shops including several 
novel elements. Besides the alternative workload measure, their method explic-
itly aimed at balancing the workloads among workstations, rather than limiting 
workloads at every release period. Their way of balancing allowed overloads for 
workstations if that would lead to a more evenly distributed workload among all 
workstations. The method was shown to strongly outperform the traditional work-
load limiting methods, but as multiple changes were combined in this method, the 
reasons behind the better performance were not clearly unfolded. More recently, 
Fernandes et  al. (2020) showed that optimization-based order release has the 
potential to improve performance compared to workload limiting methods in flow 
shops. Their optimization method can be regarded as a mixed method with limit-
ing and balancing properties. It aims at minimizing the differences between the 
released but not yet processed workload and a pre-established workload norm 
for all workstations, while violations of workload norms are not allowed. This 
raises the question how it compares to the balancing method used in Portioli-
Staudacher and Tantardini (2012). Furthermore, Portioli-Staudacher and Tantar-
dini (2012) combined their release method with a simple first-come-first-served 
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(FCFS) dispatching rule, arguing that the performance is less dependent on the 
dispatching rule when the order release rule is chosen well. Nevertheless, Thürer 
et al. (2015a) found that prioritizing the orders based on shortest processing times 
(SPT) is advantageous in flow shops with high variability in demand and process-
ing times, particularly at upstream workstations to avoid starvation at more down-
stream workstations. Similarly, Fernandes et al. (2020) used FCFS dispatching as 
a baseline and showed that Modified Operation Due Dates (MODD) dispatching, 
combining SPT and Operation Due Dates, resulted in improvements for all per-
formance measures under unrestrictive order release. To conclude, contradictory 
results in flow shop literature do not provide clarity on (1) the impact of new flow 
shop oriented load measures, (2) the advantages of load balancing compared to 
load limiting and (3) the effectiveness of combining controlled release methods 
with starvation avoiding dispatching rules such as SPT.

This research aims to better understand the functioning of ORR in flow shops 
and to develop new ORR methods that best suit the needs of flow shops with high 
processing time variability. By creating a modular design of ORR methods, this is 
the first study to identify the specific elements that should be combined in such a 
method for flow shops. The study focuses on periodic—daily—release decisions, 
which fit common company practices but have received less attention in recent ORR 
studies. The periodicity enables the release of optimized combinations of orders. 
Simulation based optimization methods in manufacturing have received attention in 
the recent literature (Fernandes et  al. 2020; Lin et  al. 2019; Lin and Chen 2015). 
With the advances in computing technology, the use of optimization techniques for 
planning and control decisions such as ORR will only increase in the near future.

This paper is organized as follows. The theoretical background is provided in 
Sect. 2, which analyses existing literature and identifies the elements of ORR meth-
ods that need further testing in flow shops. Section 3 describes and motivates the 
setup of the flow shop simulation model and outlines the main experimental design 
for which the identified elements of ORR methods are translated into a modular 
design of ORR methods, including two new ORR methods. It also specifies several 
extensions of the main experimental design to provide more in-depth insights and 
discusses the performance measures used in the simulation study. Section 4 presents 
the findings and further assesses and discusses the critical elements that are com-
bined in the best performing ORR method. In Sect. 5, conclusions are drawn, along 
with managerial implications and recommendations for future research.

2  Theoretical background

The literature on ORR methods is reviewed with a particular focus to identify 
those elements that are potentially important in developing periodic ORR meth-
ods for pure flow shops with variable processing times. With reference to Berga-
maschi et  al. (1997), we confine ourselves to commonly used periodic atempo-
ral ORR systems with input control and workloads measured in processing time 
units. We assume that the flow shop consists of a single production unit. Another 
category of ORR systems explicitly models the ORR decisions for individual 
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production units within a larger company by multi-period optimization models. 
We refer to Haeussler et  al. (2020) and Missbauer (2020) for recent studies in 
this specific research stream and to Haeussler and Netzer (2019) for a comparison 
with the ORR systems addressed in this paper.

Section 2.1 starts by discussing workload measurement, i.e. workload aggrega-
tion approaches. Workload balancing and schedule visibility in ORR methods are 
discussed in Sects. 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Next, order dispatching is discussed 
in Sect. 2.4. Finally, our research objectives are stated in detail in Sect. 2.5.

2.1  Workload aggregation

Recording the actual workload of each workstation in order to determine the 
new orders that can be released is a key element of load-based ORR methods. 
According to Oosterman et al. (2000), there are three relevant aggregation levels 
in measuring a workstation’s workload. The direct workload reflects the load in 
front of the workstation, the aggregate workload additionally includes the load of 
the station that has been released but that still has to pass upstream workstations, 
and the shop workload further incorporates load already completed but not out of 
the shop yet. The simulation study of Oosterman et al. (2000) showed that none 
of the traditional methods based on the three levels in workload calculation is 
suitable for all shop floor configurations. Whereas direct loads play an important 
role in job shops, more focus on control of upstream loads is required in pure flow 
shops due to the impossibility to quickly affect the direct workloads of down-
stream stations. The study revealed that a focus on direct workload even led to an 
undesirable impact of order releases in flow shops. The methods using limits for 
aggregate workloads tested by Oosterman et  al. (2000) were shown to perform 
the best in pure flow shops, and will therefore be used in the development of our 
proposed new rule.

While traditional aggregation methods include an order in the workload of 
workstation until completion of the operation at that workstation, Portioli-Stau-
dacher and Tantardini (2012) suggested that the focus in flow shops should be on 
balancing only the workload that has been released recently. They do not consider 
the workload on the shop floor that already passed the first workstation. We will 
refer to this as the released workload. In the development of a new ORR method 
we will investigate both aggregation approaches, specified as follows:

The aggregate workload LA
kt

 of the kth workstation at time t is defined by 
Eq. (1).

with pjk : the processing time of order j at workstation k, tR
j
 : the time of release of 

order j, tC
jk

 : the time of completion of the kth operation of order j, I(t)[ .,.⟩ : an indica-
tor function being 1 if t is in the specified interval, 0 elsewhere.

The released workload LR
kt

 of the kth workstation at time t is defined by Eq. (2).

(1)LA
kt
=
∑

j

pjkI(t)
[
tR
j
,tC
jk

⟩
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Thus, an order j is part of the aggregate workload LA
kt

 of a workstation k until the 
time tC

jk
 when its operation at that specific workstation has been completed and part 

of the released workload LR
kt

 for each workstation until completion of the operation 
at the first workstation at time tC

j1
 . This study will evaluate the performance differ-

ences resulting from these two workload aggregation approaches.

2.2  Workload balancing in ORR methods

A large part of ORR methods restrict the workload present on the shop floor by 
releasing a set of orders that fit within pre-specified workload limits for each 
workstation. By setting these workload limits, the workload of the workstations is 
expected to become more balanced, since all workstations are supposed to receive 
a workload close to their limit (Land and Gaalman 1998; Sabuncuoglu and Karapi-
nar 1999; Henrich et al. 2004; Land 2006). More explicitly balancing oriented ORR 
methods use optimization to balance the workload among workstations. Generally, 
their objective is to minimize the deviations from a target workload level rather than 
strictly limiting the workload. Thus, one or more workstations may have slightly 
higher loads, if doing so reduces the underload of other workstations.

However, the impact of balancing has mainly been researched in job shops. Some 
classical studies investigating balancing oriented ORR methods in job shops are by 
Irastorza and Deane (1974), Shimoyashiro et al. (1984), Onur and Fabrycky (1987), 
Van Ooijen (1998), Cigolini and Portioli-Staudacher (2002) and a more recent 
study by Yan et al. (2016). In these job shop studies there is no conclusive evidence 
that balancing oriented methods perform significantly better than limiting oriented 
methods.

In pure flow shops there are hardly any studies comparing limiting oriented 
methods and balancing oriented methods. An exception is the study of Portioli-
Staudacher and Tantardini (2012) that compares a new balancing oriented method 
with one of the most common and best performing load limiting methods. The bal-
ancing oriented method outperforms the load limiting method. However, as several 
changes were combined in their method, the performance improvements cannot be 
fully attributed to the aspect of workload balancing. The load balancing method in 
Fernandes et al. (2020) used optimisation to minimize the underload only, which can 
be regarded as a mixed method containing limiting and balancing elements. They 
showed that this mixed method could improve the performance compared to load 
limiting methods in pure and general flow shops.

In this study, we will include the element of workload balancing in the develop-
ment of a new ORR method in its pure form. The influences of workload balancing 
(explicit balancing) and workload limiting (implicit balancing) will be contrasted in 
the evaluation of different ORR methods. Additionally, the impact of not allowing 
overloads in the balancing objective (the mixed method) will be explored.

(2)LR
kt
=
∑

j

pjkI(t)
[
tR
j
,tC
j1

⟩
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2.3  Schedule visibility

In ORR methods, the importance of schedule visibility for workload balancing is 
highlighted by a number of authors (Van Ooijen 1998; Cigolini and Portioli-Stau-
dacher 2002; Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini 2012). Extended schedule vis-
ibility relates to taking into account the current release period as well as the future 
ones. The majority of studies investigating extended schedule visibility relate to job 
shop systems (Cigolini et  al. 1998; Van Ooijen 1998; Cigolini and Portioli-Stau-
dacher 2002), whereas Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012) adopted the use 
of extended schedule visibility in a pure flow shop and assumed that it is one of the 
possible explanations for the improvement achieved by their ORR method. How-
ever, its effect has not been studied separately.

2.4  Order dispatching

Literature on priority dispatching at workstations is abundant. However, in flow 
shops orders all start at the same workstation and follow the same route, which 
means that the first workstation strongly controls the flow of orders through the rest 
of the shop (Thürer and Stevenson 2016). Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012) 
used the FCFS rule to avoid irregularities in the flow at successive steps. Thürer 
et al. (2015a) found that prioritizing the orders based on shortest processing times 
(SPT) is advantageous, particularly at upstream workstations to avoid starvation at 
more downstream workstations. They tested the use of SPT for dispatching at each 
workstation. This may cause some orders to become extremely late, which is solved 
in their study by replacing SPT by Modified Operation Due Dates (MODD) dis-
patching. Fernandes et al. (2020) also included MODD dispatching in their study on 
optimised order release in flow shops. This study will investigate the sensitivity of 
the ORR method to the choice of dispatching rule.

2.5  Research objective

Based on the literature, we identified four key elements that need to be considered 
in the development of a successful ORR method for pure flow shops with periodic 
release: (1) workload aggregation, (2) workload balancing, (3) schedule visibility, 
and (4) order dispatching. The aim of our study is to develop an improved ORR 
method for pure flow shops with periodic release, which will be based on a further 
elaboration of the four elements mentioned above.

3  Simulation model

A simulation model is built to test the influence of the relevant elements of peri-
odic ORR methods for pure flow shops identified in Sect. 2. The simulation model 
is developed using the Python 3.4 Simpy module. Gurobi 6.5 is used to solve the 
optimization model incorporated in the simulation. First, the pure flow shop model 
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and the parameters used are motivated and described in Sect. 3.1. Then, the main 
experimental design is outlined in Sect. 3.2 followed by a specification of the ORR 
methods used in the main experimental design. Extensions of the main experimen-
tal design are elaborated in Sect. 3.3. Finally, the measures used to evaluate perfor-
mance are presented in Sect. 3.4.

3.1  Simulation model and parameters

The pure flow shop model with five workstations of Portioli-Staudacher and Tan-
tardini (2012) is adopted, as this study formed the trigger for most elements in 
the ORR methods. The maximum capacity of each workstation is 8 h per day. We 
assume that capacity is restricted by a single resource, contrary to recent studies by 
Thürer et al. (2019a, b) and Portioli-Staudacher et al. (2020), which focus on dual 
resource constraints. A Poisson distributed number of orders (mean 15) gets added 
in the pre-shop pool each day just before the release opportunity. Since exponential 
interarrival times create a Poisson distribution of the number of arrivals per time 
unit, this approach leads to the same distribution of the number of daily arrivals 
as in studies using continuous arrival processes with exponential interarrival times. 
However, our approach avoids the need for mechanisms responding to intermedi-
ate arrivals within a day as in Thürer et al. (2015a). The processing times at each 
workstation are assumed to be independent and follow a lognormal distribution with 
a mean of half an hour and a coefficient of variation of 0.8. This implies an average 
service rate of 16 orders during a day of 8 h. Given the arrival rate of 15 orders per 
day, this leads to an average utilization of 93.75%. We assume that sufficient space 
is available between the workstations to avoid blocking, contrary to a recent study of 
Thürer et al. (2020) that studies limited buffer sizes.

Due date setting is not always a straightforward process in practice and a wide 
variety of methods has been adopted (Caprihan et  al. 2006; Zorzini et  al. 2008; 
Thürer et al. 2019c). In order to keep the due date assignment method simple with a 
reasonable percentage of tardy orders, a constant delivery time allowance of 6 work-
ing days (48 h) is added to the order arrival date to calculate the due date. The con-
stant allowance fits the standard routings in pure flow shops. The value of 6 working 
days is tuned to realise reasonable percentages tardy orders of around 2.5% for the 
best performing methods. The availability of new orders for release at the start of 
each day guarantees that all deadlines are automatically at the end of a working day. 
The latest release dates are calculated as the difference between the due date and the 
planned shop floor time. Based on tests in preliminary simulation experiments, the 
planned shop floor time is set to 3 working days. The period between release deci-
sions is 1 day as in the study of Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012), who fol-
lowed Perona and Portioli (1998). The ORR parameters are summarized in Table 1.

3.2  Experimental design

The main experimental design focuses on two of the four elements that we con-
sider relevant in the development of a successful ORR method for pure flow shops 
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with periodic release (see Sect. 2): workload aggregation and workload balanc-
ing. The balancing methods require long computational times, since an optimiza-
tion model has to be solved before every successive release period in the simula-
tion. Therefore, initial experiments have been executed to pre-test the factors and 
keep the final experimental design sufficiently compact. As hardly any perfor-
mance differences could be observed for schedule visibility, this element has been 
excluded from the study. Furthermore, since SPT dispatching resulted in the best 
performance, this rule has been included as a fixed factor in the main experimen-
tal design and will be further explored in an extended analysis. As common in 
studies which focus on controlled release, the simulations are run with different 
workload targets, which depend on the ORR method that is used. Based on the 
above considerations, three experimental factors are included in the main experi-
mental design, which is summarized in Table 2.

The combinations of the experimental factors ‘workload aggregation’ and 
‘workload balancing’ result in four distinct ORR methods, which are further 
specified in Sects. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 below. We aim at comparing the ORR methods 
at similar levels of workload reduction. Since for each method a different work-
load target value is required to realize this, it is not possible to define the tight-
ness of the target in terms of the workload target values themselves. Instead, the 
realized average shop floor time is used as an intermediate variable and two tar-
get workload levels in different methods are assumed to be equally tight, if they 
result in the same average shop floor time. This is a common approach in nearly 
all recent studies on workload control (e.g. Thürer et al. 2014, 2015b, 2017; Fer-
nandes et  al. 2016; Yan et  al. 2016; Fernandes et  al. 2020). For each method, 
ten workload targets have been selected that best expose the range of realizable 
shop floor times for that method. This results in a full factorial design with 40 
experiments.

Table 1  Parameters and their 
values

Parameters Values

Number of workstations 5
Demand distribution Poisson (λ = 15)
Processing times Lognormal 

(mean = 0.5, 
cv = 0.8)

Due date allowance 6 working days
Planned shop floor time 3 working days
Release period length 1 working day

Table 2  Main experimental 
design

Experimental Factors Levels

Workload aggregation Released workload, aggregate workload
Workload balancing Limiting, balancing
Workload target level 10 levels leading to 10 shop floor times
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This main design has been extended in several ways to deepen the findings and 
include additional factors that may relate to a specific ORR method. These exten-
sions will be discussed in Sect. 3.3. The following part of this section specifies the 
ORR methods used in the main experimental design resulting from the combina-
tions of the experimental factors ‘workload aggregation’ and ‘workload balancing’. 
Section 3.2.1 specifies two existing ORR methods, whereas Sect. 3.2.2 proposes two 
new ORR methods.

3.2.1  Existing ORR methods

We discuss two existing ORR methods, meant particularly for pure flow shops, as 
below.

3.2.1.1 Aggregate workload limiting ORR method (AL) In the Aggregate workload 
limiting (AL) method, the aggregate workload LA

kt
 for each workstation, as defined 

in Eq. (1), is evaluated. In the early work of Oosterman et al. (2000) this performed 
best in pure flow shops. In order to control the length of the queues in front of each 
workstation, workload targets reflecting the desired situation after each release period 
are set for each workstation. In a pure flow shop, each downstream workstation will 
need more aggregate workload on average than the preceding workstation, but there 
is no standard procedure to calculate the workload target for each workstation (Land 
and Gaalman 1996). In this paper a target workload for the first workstation �1 will 
be specified while the target workload of the kth workstation �k will be derived from 
this according to Eq. (3).

c is the capacity of a workstation for the period between two release decisions, 
which is 8 h for each workstation. This approach reflects the logic that, if possible, 
the first workstation should be loaded up to its capacity until the next release oppor-
tunity. Given the balanced capacities, an equal buffer (�1 − c) is then planned for 
each workstation. The release procedure is straightforward. The remaining aggregate 
workload LA

kt
 is calculated for each workstation k just before release. Then all orders 

waiting for release in the pre-shop pool are successively considered in sequence 
of their latest release date �j . In our design with constant due date allowances and 
planned shop floor times, this sequence will be equal to the sequence of arrivals and 
due dates. If the release of the next order does not cause any workload LA

kt
 to exceed 

the target �k , then the order is selected for release and added to the workload before 
the next order is considered. If any target would be exceeded, the order will wait 
in the pre-shop pool until the next release opportunity. A formalized algorithm for 
this stepwise procedure can be found in several articles (e.g. Oosterman et al. 2000; 
Thürer et al. 2011; Yan et al. 2016).

3.2.1.2 Released workload balancing ORR method (RB) The main purpose of the 
released workload balancing (RB) method is to balance released workload for each 
workstation, which is the workload from the moment of release until completion of 

(3)�k = c + k(�1 − c)
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the first operation, as defined in Eq. (2). To respond to the shop floor situation, the 
RB method has to specify the target amounts to be released in a different way. This 
method follows the same logic as Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012). For a 
flow shop of K stations, we define the total workload LT

t
 on the shop floor at time t as:

and compare this total workload with a target value � . The target for the amount of 
released workload for each workstation is then a Kth fraction of the deviation from 
this target. When the release decision is taken at time t, the load status will be deter-
mined just before this time and referred to as LT

t−
.

The optimization model uses binary decision variables xj that indicate whether an 
order j from the set of orders S in the pre-shop pool is selected for release 

(
xj = 1

)
 

or not 
(
xj = 0

)
 . We define 

[
y
]− ≡ max{0, −y} and 

[
y
]+ ≡ max{0, y} to specify the 

underload and overload, as in Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively, and minimize their sum 
according to Eq. (7).

In the main design, we follow Cigolini and Portioli-Staudacher 2002) and Por-
tioli and Tantardini (2012), by (1) treating overloads and underloads equally, and (2) 
forcing the release of orders by setting xj = 1 for orders when the latest release date 
�j has been passed at the time of the release decision.

3.2.2  New ORR methods

Challenging the existing ORR methods and their use of “workload aggregation” and 
“workload balancing/limiting”, we propose two new ORR methods that use a differ-
ent combination of these factors. These new ORR methods are presented below.

3.2.2.1 Released workload limiting ORR method (RL) Portioli-Staudacher and 
Tantardini (2012) proposed to use released workloads in combination with work-
load balancing, whilst we will now test an ORR rule that combines released work-
load with workload limiting, the Released workload Limiting (RL) method. The 
release procedure is identical to that of the AL method, but instead of using the 

(4)LT
t
=
∑

k

∑

j

pjkI(t)
[
tR
j
,tC
jK

⟩

(5)UR
k
=

[
∑

j∈S

pjkxj −

(
� − LT

t−

)

K

]−

for k = 1,… ,K

(6)OR
k
=

[
∑

j∈S

pjkxj −

(
� − LT

t−

)

K

]+

for k = 1,… ,K

(7)minimize

K∑

k=1

UR
k
+ OR

k
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aggregate workloads LA
kt

 , the released workloads LR
kt

 are considered. The released 
workloads are all compared with the same target �1 , independent of the worksta-
tion.

3.2.2.2 Aggregate workload balancing ORR method (AB) The other new ORR rule 
that will be tested is the Aggregate workload Balancing (AB) method. In this rule 
ORR has an explicit workload balancing goal, as proposed by Portioli-Staudacher 
and Tantardini (2012). But rather than balancing released workloads, we will test 
balancing aggregate workloads. The main objective of this method is to minimize 
the deviation between the workstations’ aggregate workloads over a certain period 
of time.

The optimization model now defines the underload UA
k
 and overload OA

k
 of a 

workstation k after the release decision by Eqs.  (8) and (9), with all other vari-
ables as defined before.

with these definitions translated into constraints, the AB method selects the orders 
by minimizing the sum of the overloads and underloads (Eq. 10).

If an order exceeds its latest release date, its release is forced to avoid extreme 
delays in the same way as discussed in Sect.  3.2.1. The load limiting methods 
AL and RL do not require these forced releases. These methods consider orders 
for release in sequence of their planned release date, which will automatically 
increase the release probability of an order as it gets closer to this date.

3.3  Extensions of the main experimental design

Additional experiments have been executed to provide more in-depth insights into 
mechanisms that explain the performance influences of the main experimental 
factors. Besides, we made specific choices in the main design of our four ORR 
methods to be consistent with Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012). These 
choices are relaxed in small extensions of the main design. Many of these factors 
relate to differences between recent studies of ORR in flow shops.

Table 3 summarizes these experimental factors that have been studied in addi-
tional experiments and the questions that have been answered.

(8)UA
k
=

[
∑

j∈S

pjkxj −
(
�k − LA

kt−

)
]−

for k = 1,… ,K

(9)OA
k
=

[
∑

j∈S

pjkxj −
(
�k − LA

kt−

)
]+

for k = 1,… ,K

(10)minimize

K∑

k=1

UA
k
+ OA

k
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1. As explained in Sect. 2.2, the balancing method of Portioli-Staudacher and 
Tantardini (2012) allows both underloads and overloads when minimizing the 
deviations from a target load. Fernandes et al. (2020) use a mixed balancing and 
limiting method, by applying workload norms as strict upper bounds in their 
balancing approach, thus not allowing overloads. To deepen the insights in differ-
ences between load limiting and balancing, this mixed approach has been embed-
ded by giving a sufficiently high weight to overloads in the objective functions 
(7) and (10).

2. To enable a focus on the ORR method a fixed dispatching rule is applied in 
the main experimental design. This is the relatively simple Shortest Processing 
Time (SPT) rule, suggested by Thürer et al. (2015a). As discussed in Sect. 2.2, 
Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012) applied FCFS, while Fernandes et al. 
(2020) suggest that further improvements can be realized by the use of a Modified 
Operation Due Dates. Both alternatives are evaluated in extended experiments.

3. The use of Modified Operation Due Dates for dispatching decisions may further 
reduce the need for considering urgency at the time of order release. While simply 
using FCFS for dispatching decisions, Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012) 
avoid extreme delays of orders as part in their load balancing ORR method. They 
force the release of an order as soon as the latest release date �j has been passed 
at the time of the release decision. Fernandes et al. (2020) also deal with urgency 
as part of the ORR method, by defining a class of urgent orders and a class of 
non-urgent orders. To test the importance of prioritizing urgent orders at release 
decisions in combination with different dispatching rules, additional experiments 
have been executed that restrain from using forced releases of urgent orders.

4. Finally, a sensitivity analysis has been executed, presenting the influence of (a) 
due date allowances and planned shop floor times, (b) utilization levels and (c) 
processing time variability.

3.4  Performance measures

Each experiment encompasses 50 replications. Based on initial experiments, the 
warm-up period is set to 1600 h and the length of each replication is set to 4000 h 
to overcome the initial transient and guarantee significance. The common random 
number technique has been used to reduce the variance among experiments. Results 
will be presented for three different performance variables. These are defined as 
follows:

Table 3  Extensions

Factor Question

1. Underload/overload Should loads be balanced around or within targets?
2. Dispatching rule What is the impact of proposed dispatching rules on ORR?
3. Forced releases Should release be forced after a latest release date is passed?
4 Sensitivity How sensitive is performance to applied parameter values?
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Average gross throughput time The gross throughput time is calculated as the 
time of orders in the system from their arrival till delivery to the customer, which 
includes the time in the pre-shop pool and the time on the shop floor;
Standard deviation of lateness The lateness of each order is calculated as the dif-
ference between the time of completion and due date;
Percentage of tardy orders The percentage of tardy orders is determined as the 
percentage of orders with a lateness value exceeding zero.

Besides, the average shop floor time is used as an intermediate variable to repre-
sent the level of workload reduction realized by the different workload targets. The 
shop floor time is calculated as the time between the release of the order from the 
pre-shop pool to the shop floor and the delivery of the order.

Workload balancing related performance is best reflected in the capability to 
reduce the average gross throughput time at low workload levels (Germs and Rieze-
bos 2010). However, as balancing could be obtained at the cost of reduced attention 
for the individual urgency of orders, the standard deviation of lateness will be moni-
tored. The combination of both performance aspects should finally result in a low 
percentage of tardy orders, preferably at low levels of workloads.

4  Results and discussions

This presentation of results starts with a performance overview of the four ORR 
methods (AL, RB, RL, and AB) as specified in Sects. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, combined 
with SPT dispatching. Sections  4.1 and 4.2 focus on the individual influences of 
workload aggregation and workload balancing, respectively. Within these subsec-
tions the findings of the main experimental design are presented first, followed 
by the extended analysis to deepen the insights into performance differences, and 
concluded with a discussion of the findings. Section 4.3 presents the results of the 
extended analysis regarding the effect of the dispatching rule and the forced release 
constraint. The results of the sensitivity analysis are presented in Sect. 4.4.

Figure 1 shows a performance overview of the four ORR methods. In each graph, 
the tightness of the workload target is indicated by the resulting average shop floor 
time, which is set on the horizontal axis. The three performance measures are set on 
the vertical axis in Fig. 1a–c, respectively. The points resulting from successive tar-
get levels are connected to obtain curves for each method.

At the infinite workload target levels the ORR method has no influence, as all the 
orders are immediately released to the shop floor. This point is positioned at an aver-
age shop floor time of around 13.33 h, with a similar average gross throughput time 
and a percentage tardy of around 2.92%.

Figure 1a shows that the gross throughput time increases for all ORR methods 
when reducing the average shop floor time (moving from right to left in the graph), 
with the largest increases for the workload limiting methods AL and RL. The per-
centage tardy however can be decreased with the workload balancing methods (to 
around 2% with AB) by setting tighter workload norms.
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Overall, the AB method, which combines aggregate workloads and explicit 
workload balancing, leads to the best performing periodic ORR method for the 
pure flow shop in our main experimental design. The findings of each critical ele-
ment are highlighted and studied more in-depth in the next subsections.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1  Performance of the ORR methods
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4.1  Workload aggregation

4.1.1  Main findings

Figure  1 shows that among the load limiting methods AL and RL, the aggregate 
workload method AL results in a lower standard deviation of lateness, while other 
measures worsen. However, among the load balancing methods AB and RB, the 
aggregate workload method AB performs consistently better for all performance 
measures, and especially at tighter workload targets. This suggests that for load bal-
ancing methods, traditional aggregate workload should be preferred over released 
workload, contrary to the suggestion of Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012). 
To understand this effect an extended analysis has been executed.

4.1.2  In‑depth explanation and discussion

To explain the advantage of balancing based on aggregate workload, we measure the 
behaviour of flow times over time at each workstation for the two balancing meth-
ods RB and AB. For this purpose, we use the lowest workload target level, where 
the difference in performance is most striking between the two methods. Figure 2 
presents these flow times for respectively RB (upper graphs) and AB (lower graphs) 
at workstation 1 (left) and workstation 5 (right) for each order during a sample from 
a single simulation run. The embedded numbers indicate the related coefficient of 
variation (CV). The figure shows that the flow times and thus also the workloads 
at the first workstation are less variable when the aggregate workload balancing 
method is applied, while for the fifth workstation the differences are small. The first 

Fig. 2  Flow times at upstream/downstream workstations for RB and AB
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workstation is a gateway in pure flow shops. Therefore, both AB and RB have more 
influence on the first workstation than on the subsequent workstations.

An important notion to proceed our analysis is that the workload measures for 
AB and RB are identical for the first workstation. As a consequence the disadvan-
tage of the RB method cannot be in the workload measure itself and must be in the 
threshold with which the newly released workload is compared.

For aggregate workloads, the gap between the remaining aggregate workload and 
the target workload of each workstation 

(
�k − LA

kt−

)
 is used to create a threshold for 

the amount to be released. The threshold for the RB method, based on Portioli-Stau-
dacher and Tantardini (2012), is less straightforward. To realize a feedback loop that 
forces the release decision to respond to the shop floor situation, Portioli-Staudacher 
and Tantardini (2012) chose to calculate the average workload gap across work-
stations. This causes the ORR method to respond strongly to work that is already 
downstream, while the intention of the method is to avoid responding to the down-
stream situation. Release decisions can only affect downstream workloads after a 
long delay.

To test whether this explains the performance difference between AB and RB, 
the threshold for RB is changed to 

(
�i − LR

it−

)
 for each workstation individually. This 

means that the workload gap is determined by considering the workload that resides 
at the first workstation for each downstream station, rather than averaging the work-
load in the whole flow shop.

Figure 3 shows the new comparison between AB and RB. The dashed line (RB′) 
shows the redesigned RB method, applying the new threshold setting. The curve of 
average gross throughput time (Fig. 3a) for RB′ now approaches the curve of AB 
more closely. At lower workload target levels the performance for RB′ still dete-
riorates slightly more. This relates to the fact that when workload target levels are 
tightened, RB′ loads for downstream stations have less stable levels (CV = 0.184 for 
workstation 5) than the aggregated load measures (CV = 0.143 for workstation 5; see 
Fig. 2).

The standard deviation of lateness (Fig. 3b) is highest for RB′. This in turn has 
interesting consequences for the resulting percentage tardy (Fig. 3c). This measure 
is now the lowest for RB at the highest workload targets, while it is the lowest for 
RB′ at some intermediate set of targets, and the lowest for AB at the tightest tar-
gets. AB realizes the lowest percentage tardy overall. In general, it shows that the 
choice of an appropriate threshold in defining the workload target is important when 
it comes to fine-tuning performance.

4.2  Workload balancing

4.2.1  Main findings

Germs and Riezebos (2010) define the workload balancing capability as the capabil-
ity to reduce the average gross throughput time at tighter workload targets. However, 
due to reduced effectiveness of SPT dispatching at lower workload levels, we see in 
Fig. 1 that all methods show higher gross throughput times when workload targets 
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get tighter. Instead, we should therefore look at the amount of increase in gross 
throughput times at low workload targets. Then Fig. 1 shows that the workload lim-
iting methods AL and RL result in longer gross throughput times than the workload 
balancing methods AB and RB at all levels of workload. The limiting methods thus 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3  Performance of AB, RB and RB′ with corrected load targets
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have less balancing capabilities, as could be expected. Figure 1 also makes clear that 
the workload balancing element within the design of an ORR method is responsi-
ble for a larger part of the performance difference than the workload aggregation 
element.

4.2.2  Extended analysis: mixed load limiting and balancing

When workload targets act as a strict upper bound in balancing approaches, we can 
speak of a mixed balancing and limiting method. Fernandes et al. (2020) use such a 
mixed method. AB can simply be transformed in a mixed method by giving a suf-
ficiently high weight to overloads in Eqs. (7) and (10). In Fig. 4 the resulting method 
AM is compared with AB and AL. Figure 4 shows that its gross throughput time 
performance, as the indicator of balancing capabilities, is better than that of AL, 
but weaker than AB. The mixed method is not able to reduce the shop floor times to 
similar levels as AB before performance starts to deteriorate strongly.

Our results confirm the conclusions of Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012) 
for flow shops regarding the advantages of explicit load balancing by optimization. 
This is much more effective than the implicit approach to load balancing that fits 
orders successively into workload limits (AL). Additionally, the results showed that 
in our setting the mixed method that minimizes underloads (AM) performs worse 
than explicit load balancing that allows overloads (AB). However, it is important to 
understand the background of the strong performance differences. This is addressed 
in the next subsection.

4.2.3  In‑depth explanation and discussion

To explain the differences between the workload limiting and the workload bal-
ancing methods we measured the release lateness of each order as the difference 
between its actual release date and its latest release date, following the definition 
of Land (2006). Preferably, all orders released together should be equally urgent, 
as indicated by a similar release lateness. Figure 5 shows the difference in standard 
deviation of the release lateness for AL, AB, and AM. Figure 5 clearly reveals that, 
to realise a similar level of the shop floor time, the limiting method combines orders 
for release that vary much more in release lateness than the balancing method. The 
performance of the mixed method lies in between. To enable the same reduction of 
shop floor throughput time, this implies that limiting-oriented methods need a much 
larger pre-shop pool to combine orders before sufficient balance can be realized. 
This exactly reflects the essential problem of a weak balancing mechanism.

4.3  Order dispatching and the influence of forced releases for urgent orders

To show the effect of the dispatching rule the experimental design has been extended 
with a dispatching analysis for the best performing ORR method (AB). Figure  6 
compares the SPT rule that we used in the previous experiments with the Modified 
Operation Due Date (MODD) rule and the First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) rule. 
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At time t, the MODD rule for station j will prioritize the order i that has the lowest 
priority number, given by the maximum of the operation due date δij and earliest 
finish time (Baker 1984), i.e. max (δij, t + pij), with pij being the processing time. 
This means that orders at a station will be sequenced according to their operation 
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due date, if the operation due date has not yet passed for any order. Among those 
orders that have passed their operation due date, it will first select the one with the 
shortest processing time (SPT). As soon as on average more orders risk to be com-
pleted tardy (i.e. busy periods), the main prioritization will be determined by SPT. 
Contrarily in quiet periods—with at the most one order exceeding its operation due 
date at the same station—priorities will be determined by the operation due date. 
The simplest method to determine operation due dates that can be combined with 
controlled order release is parameter free (Land et al. 2014). It determines the ODDs 
at the time of release of an order i and distributes the time remaining from the actual 
release time ρi until the due date δi* equally among all operations. This means that 
�ij = �i + i ⋅ (�∗

i
− �i)∕5 in our case with 5 operations for each order. For δi* we 

could either use the ‘external’ due date, or an internal due date, which leaves a small 
amount of slack until the external due date. Preliminary experiments using the exter-
nal due date and internal due dates by subtracting 2, 4, 6, 8 and 16 h from the exter-
nal due date showed that a subtracting 8 h results in the best performing MODD rule 
for our system. This is applied in Fig. 6. The figure shows that FCFS dispatching 
results in higher average shop floor times with higher gross throughput times and 
a higher percentage tardy compared to SPT and MODD. Furthermore, with SPT 
the average shop floor time can be further reduced than with MODD, resulting in a 
lower average throughput time and a slightly higher percentage tardy.

The inclusion of a due date orientation in the dispatching rule, as in MODD, 
could avoid the need to force the release of an order when the latest release date �j 
has been passed at the time of the release decision. These urgency oriented forced 
releases are part of the balancing methods in our study. Figure 7 shows the results 
of a further extension that analyzes the exclusion of these forced releases for both 
SPT and MODD dispatching. Excluding forced releases improves the average gross 
throughput time, as the ORR method is no longer restricted in its balancing objec-
tive. However, both standard deviation of lateness and the resulting percentage tardy 
deteriorate, which is not attractive. The impact of excluding forced releases for 
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urgent jobs hardly differs between SPT and MODD, even though the due date ori-
ented dispatching rule MODD might partly compensate for not considering urgency 
at the time of release.
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4.4  Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis has been executed for a number of parameters that are fixed 
in the main experimental design. The influences of due date allowance combined 
with the planned shop floor time, utilization level and processing time variation are 
considered here. The results will be confined to the AB method combined with SPT 
dispatching and forced releases, since this combination was shown to give the best 
overall performance.

4.4.1  Due date setting and planned shop floor time

In the main experimental design, a due date allowance (DDA) of 6 working days 
and a planned shop floor time (PST) of 3 working days have been applied in order 
to create realistic ranges for the percentage of tardy orders for the full set of simu-
lated ORR methods. In the sensitivity analysis we explore due date allowances of 
4, 6, and 8 days, combined with planned shop floor times of 2, 3, and 4 days. We 
explored this full factorial, but exclude the most extreme combinations (DDA; PST) 
of (4; 4) and (8; 2) which are not logical.

Figure 8 presents the influence for each of the three performance measures. The 
average gross throughput time (Fig. 8a) increases with tighter due dates. With tighter 
due dates, more orders exceed their latest release date which forces their release to 
the shop floor. This reduces the balancing possibilities, and so the gross through-
put times increase, especially at tighter workload target levels. Note that the latest 
release date �j is determined by the difference between the due date and the planned 
shop floor time which is the same for the combinations (8;4) and (6;2). The same 
applies to the combinations (6;4) and (4;2). Consequently these combinations have 
exactly the same gross throughput time (Fig. 8a) and standard deviation of lateness 
(Fig. 8b). Only the percentage tardy (Fig. 8c), which is mainly determined by the 
due date allowance, differs among all settings.

As could be expected, the percentage tardy (Fig. 8c) increases with tighter due 
dates and with later releases (shorter planned shop floor times). All figures show 
that combinations with the largest gap between due date allowance and planned 
shop floor time enable the largest reduction in realized shop floor times. This also 
relates to the fact that these combinations give the best opportunities to combine 
orders for balancing, before release is forced due to exceeding the latest release date. 
This effect becomes weaker for the highest due date allowances, as loose due dates 
make the ORR method less dependent on its balancing capabilities. While theoreti-
cally it might seem logical to apply tighter planned shop floor times at tighter work-
load targets, Fig. 8c shows that this relationship is highly complex in terms of due 
date performance influences. This explains the choice for a constant intermediate 
planned shop floor time level in the main experimental design.

4.4.2  Utilization level

In a pure flow shop setting relatively high utilization levels might be expected in 
comparison with job shops. The arrival rate of orders is set to 15 orders per day 
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8  Influence of the due date allowance and planned shop floor times
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and the service rate is 16 orders per day, resulting in a high utilization level of 
93.75% in the main experimental design. In the sensitivity analysis the impact of 
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decreasing the arrival rate to 14 orders per day is tested, which results in 87.5% 
utilization. This is indicated as ‘low’ in Fig. 9 that presents the results.

The absolute impact of utilization on gross throughput times is obviously large 
and particularly relative performance is relevant. Therefore, the average shop floor 
time, the average gross throughput time and the standard deviation of lateness have 
been normalized in the figures. This is done by dividing each value by the value 
realized at infinite workload target levels. The normalized values are thus expressed 
as a percentage on both the horizontal and vertical axis. Only the percentage of 
tardy orders is still expressed as the original non-normalized value. Figure 9a shows 
that AB is able to realize relatively better gross throughput time performance at high 
utilization levels. High utilization makes the method more dependent on its strong 
balancing capabilities. Of course more orders can be completed in time at low utili-
zation levels. The percentage of tardy orders (Fig. 9c), which is always above 2 per-
cent for method AB at 93.75% utilization, gets far below 1 percent for all workload 
targets when utilization decreases to 87.5%.

4.4.3  Processing time variability

In the main experimental design, the coefficient of variation of the processing times 
is 0.8. To analyse sensitivity a lower coefficient of variation of 0.6 and a higher coef-
ficient of 1.0 have been tested. The same normalization approach has been applied 
as for the utilization level.

Figure  10 shows that increased processing time variability deteriorates all per-
formance measures. This confirms the findings of Thürer et al. (2015a). The highest 
level of variability reduces the amount of possible shop floor time reduction. This is 
due to the increase of (non-normalized) throughput times at higher variability. With 
the same due date allowance, this triggers more forced releases of orders. As such, 
the impact is comparable with that of a lower due date allowance for the same level 
of variability, as discussed in Sect. 4.4.1.

4.4.4  Discussion of sensitivity analysis

The main experimental design showed the best overall performance for AB (explicit 
balancing of aggregate loads) combined with SPT dispatching. The sensitivity anal-
ysis first showed that this method requires careful setting of due date allowances 
and planned shop floor times. Higher values of the planned shop floor time lead 
to slightly lower percentages of tardy orders for the same due date allowance, as 
long as workload target levels are sufficiently tight. However, tight due dates and 
long planned shop floor times do not allow for the use of tight workload targets that 
strongly reduce shop floor times. Tight workload targets are shown to deteriorate 
performance as it forces the release of many orders that pass their latest release date, 
thereby reducing the balancing options.

AB performed best for demands that lead to high utilization levels. As practice 
will favour the heavy use of resources in high variety flow shops, this can be seen 
as an advantage. High utilization levels take more advantage of the balancing capa-
bilities of the AB method at tight workload target levels. As could be expected, this 
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will be at the cost of slightly higher percentages tardy, if due date allowances are not 
adapted.

A similar effect as for tight due dates was found if the variability of processing 
times exceeded a certain level within the same due date allowance setting. It forces 
the release of more orders that passed their latest release date, which disturbs the 
load balancing optimization at tight workload targets and corresponding short shop 
floor times.

5  Conclusion

Based on the increasing importance in practice of make-to-order flow shops with 
highly variable processing times, the aim of this study was to develop an improved 
ORR method for pure flow shops. To realise this aim, the elements of importance 
for flow shop performance as suggested by earlier studies have been investigated and 
combined in a modular ORR method design. A simulation study has been used to 
point out which choices should be made regarding each of the elements. It resolved 
the confusion resulting from the contradictory results of earlier studies.

In the first place, the findings show that the best performance results from an 
ORR method that balances workloads explicitly by optimization allowing both 
under and overloads. Performance deteriorates when only underloads are allowed, 
that is, using targets as strict limits in an optimization algorithm. In the flow shop 
context the weakest performance results from applying the traditional workload con-
trol heuristic, which balances workloads indirectly by fitting orders successively in 
workload limits. Secondly, balancing can simply be based on traditional aggregate 
workload measures, which include the processing times of all orders released and 
not yet completed at a workstation. Finally, in the specific environment of a flow 
shop with high processing time variability, dispatching based on SPT is found to be 
highly effective since it avoids starvation of the workstations. The advantage com-
pared to FCFS dispatching applied in earlier studies is enormous. Use of Modified 
Operations Due Dates, which combines SPT advantages with a due date orientation, 
does not deliver clear advantages compared to basic SPT dispatching.

Earlier studies suggested a due date orientation in the ORR method by means of 
forced releases for urgent orders exceeding their latest release date. This was shown 
to contribute to all timeliness related performance measures despite an increase of 
throughput times.

The methods compared in this study had a modular structure. In-depth analyses of 
the main performance differences within each modular element have been executed 
to explain the reasons behind the differences observed. Performance differences 
related to the choice of workload aggregation measures could partly be attributed 
to the specification of load targets. Optimized balancing was shown to reduce the 
size of the pre-shop pool of orders that was needed to find a balanced set of orders 
to combine for release. Consequently, it could keep waiting times before release 
shorter, while at the same time reducing the times of orders on the shop floor.

A sensitivity analysis finally studied the impact of parameter settings and environ-
mental variables for the best performing method, which optimizes the load balance 
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for aggregate loads. It showed that the best performing method can successfully deal 
with high levels of utilization and a broad range of processing time variability levels, 
while due date parameters should be carefully chosen.

5.1  Theoretical implications

The findings have important implications for existing theory. The use of explicit bal-
ancing by optimization, which has limited impact in job shops (Yan et al. 2016), is 
found to be the most impactful factor for the design of an ORR method in the flow 
shop environment. Use of optimized balancing was also suggested by Fernandes 
et  al. (2020). However, our findings show that their focus on the minimization of 
underloads should be replaced by the approach suggested by Portioli-Staudacher and 
Tantardini (2012) which allows loads exceeding the target. This study shows that 
workload balancing can best be based on traditional aggregate workload measures, 
as already suggested by Oosterman et al. (2000) for a workload limiting approach in 
flow shops. This deviates from the suggestion in (Portioli-Staudacher and Tantar-
dini 2012) that workload balancing in flow shops should only consider the workload 
that has been released recently (released workload measure) for each workstation. 
When focusing on a released workload measure, the choice of an appropriate defini-
tion for the workload target was shown to be a critical element. Extending sched-
ule visibility, which would consider future release decisions in the optimization 
approach was incorporated as an element of the ORR method of Portioli-Staudacher 
and Tantardini (2012). It was not included in the presented full experimental design, 
as preliminary simulations already indicated that the contribution of this element is 
minimal. This allows for a significant simplification of the optimization algorithm 
applied in Portioli-Staudacher and Tantardini (2012). A final contribution to theory 
follows from the findings on the role of dispatching. The results confirm the finding 
of Thürer et al. (2015a) that the simple SPT rule is highly effective in flow shops. 
The advantages compared to FCFS dispatching as done by Portioli-Staudacher and 
Tantardini (2012) are substantial in all aspects of performance. The more advanced 
MODD rule applied by Fernandes et al. (2020) considers order urgency as part of 
the dispatching decision, but this does not lead to significant advantages compared 
to the simple SPT rule. This study shows that it is more effective to consider order 
urgency as part of the ORR decision.

5.2  Managerial implications

Besides theoretical consequences, the study has important implications for prac-
tice. Supported by smart industry influences, more and more companies are mov-
ing towards flow shop configurations, with variable processing times resulting from 
high levels of customization. Flow shops reveal a performance behaviour that is 
different from job shops, but clear guidelines for ORR decisions have mainly been 
developed for job shops. Most of the findings from this study are easy to imple-
ment in companies. For example, the information needed for aggregate workload 
measures can simply be retrieved from information systems, while smart industry 
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developments further improve the quality of processing time data and feedback data 
on order progress. The integer programming approach used for explicit workload 
balancing may add to complexity in comparison with a simpler workload limiting 
method. However, the models could be highly simplified in this study by avoiding 
extended schedule visibility and using straightforward workload target levels. The 
remaining complexity will be less of an issue with the computing facilities available 
in the emerging smart manufacturing environments. The use in practice of an ORR 
method that combines the best elements, as pointed out by this study, does not only 
improve due date performance, but also helps in maintaining lower work-in-process 
levels and shorter shop floor times. Orders can spend on average around 30% less 
time on the shop floor with an effective ORR method, while at the same time the 
percentage tardy is strongly reduced. This allows companies to be more flexible in 
coping with last-minute changes in order specifications by customers.

5.3  Further research

This study provides an important step by establishing the core elements that build 
up the best performing ORR method for periodic release of orders in flow shops. 
However, several interesting questions remain for future research. The number of 
factors that could be included in this study was limited and had to be limited in 
order to focus on core elements. For the same reason the ORR method has been 
studied in isolation, while interactions with other control decisions such as decisions 
on capacity adjustments certainly deserve attention in future flow shop studies. We 
should also investigate the impact of having continuous rather than periodic release 
opportunities. Thürer et al. (2015a) already showed the advantages of continuity for 
workload limiting methods. In our current study, the optimization algorithms select 
a combined set of on average 15 orders that provide a balanced package of work to 
be released at the beginning of each day. As continuous methods would only release 
one or just a few orders at once, it is a challenge to improve balance effectively by an 
optimization algorithm. However, according to this study, optimization of balance is 
the key to performance improvement in flow shops.
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